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Abstract: Various types of nanomaterials and alignment layers are considered major components
of the next generation of advanced liquid crystal devices. While the steady-state properties of
ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes in liquid crystals doped with nanoparticles and sandwiched
between alignment films are relatively well understood, the kinetics of these phenomena remains
practically unexplored. In this paper, the time dependence of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes
in liquid crystal cells utilizing contaminated nanoparticles and alignment layers is analyzed. The ionic
contamination of both nanodopants and alignment films governs the switching between ion-capturing
and ion-releasing regimes. The time dependence (both monotonous and non-monotonous) of these
processes is characterized by time constants originated from the presence of nanoparticles and films,
respectively. These time constants depend on the ion adsorption/ion desorption parameters and can
be tuned by changing the concentration of nanoparticles, their size, and the cell thickness.

Keywords: liquid crystals; ions; contaminated nanoparticles; kinetics; ion-capturing films; ion trapping;
adsorption/desorption

1. Introduction

Ions in liquid crystals can affect the performance of devices utilizing these materials in different
ways. In the majority of cases, liquid crystal devices (displays (LCD), tunable wave plates and variable
retarders, filters, and lenses) are driven by electric fields reorienting liquid crystal molecules and
changing the properties of the device [1,2]. For this type of applications, ions in liquid crystals are very
undesirable objects since they can lead to many negative side effects (image sticking, image flickering,
reduced voltage holding ratio, and slow response) thus compromising an overall performance of liquid
crystal devices [2,3]. That is why the development of new methods to purify liquid crystals from ions
is of utmost importance to the LCD industry. There are also an increasing number of applications
relying on ions in liquid crystals such as liquid crystal shutters and optical switches utilizing light
scattering effects [4–6].

The dispersion of nanomaterials in liquid crystals has recently emerged as a promising way to
control the concentration of mobile ions in liquid crystals ([7] and references therein). The most widely
used nanomaterials include carbon-based nano-objects [7,8], dielectric [7,9], semiconductor [7,10],
magnetic [7,11], metal [7,12], and ferroelectric [7,13,14] nanoparticles. Numerous studies revealed
the complex behavior of nanoparticles in liquid crystals and the possibility of several regimes,
namely the ion-capturing regime (the purification of liquid crystals from ions), ion-releasing regime
(the contamination of liquid crystals with ions), and no change in the concentration of ions [7,15,16].
The ionic contamination of nanomaterials is considered a major factor determining the type of the
regime achieved in experiments [15–24].
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So far, the effects of nanomaterials on the concentration of mobile ions in liquid crystals
were studied under equilibrium conditions mostly. There are very limited number of papers
reporting the time dependence of the concentration of ions n(t) in liquid crystals doped with
nanomaterials [25,26]. Moreover, the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing regimes in liquid crystals
doped with contaminated nanoparticles was not discussed at all. Alignment layers constitute a major
component of practically any liquid crystal device [1,2,27]. Therefore, it is also very important to
consider the combined effect of both nanoparticles and alignment layers on the time dependence
n(t). The steady-state ion-capturing properties of several types of alignment layers including
polymer-based films [28–30], SiOx-based films [31–33], and films made of graphene [34] have been
reported. While in the case of liquid crystal cells utilizing polyimide alignment layers the kinetics
of ion adsorption/ion desorption processes causing the ion-capturing effect was studied in several
publications [35–39], there are no publications focused on the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing
processes in liquid crystals sandwiched between contaminated alignment layers. In addition,
the combined effect of contaminated nanoparticles and alignment layers on the time dependence of
ion-capturing/ion-releasing regimes is also not discussed in existing literature. This paper is aimed at
analyzing the kinetics of these regimes in liquid crystal cells utilizing nanomaterials and alignment
layers contaminated with ions.

2. Theoretical Model and Results

2.1. Contaminated Nanoparticles in Liquid Crystals

Consider liquid crystals doped with nanoparticles. To simplify the discussion, both liquid crystals
and contaminated nanoparticles are characterized by the same type of fully ionized ionic species.
In this case, the ion adsorption/ion desorption processes change the concentration of mobile ions in
liquid crystals according to the rate Equation (1):

dn
dt

= −kNP
a nNP ANPσNP

S n(1−ΘNP) + kNP
d nNP ANPσNP

S ΘNP (1)

where n is the concentration of mobile ions, ANP is the surface area of a single nanoparticle; nNP is
the volume concentration of nanoparticles; σNP

S is the surface density of all adsorption sites on the
surface of a single nanoparticle; kNP

a is the adsorption rate constant; and kNP
d is the desorption rate

constant; ΘNP is the fractional surface coverage of nanoparticles defined as ΘNP = σNP
σNP

S
(σNP is the

surface density of adsorption sites on the surface of nanoparticles occupied by ions). The first term of
Equation (1) accounts for the adsorption of ions onto the surface of nanoparticles, and the second term
describes the ion desorption from the surface of nanoparticles. In the steady-state regime ( dn

dt = 0)
Equation (1) reduces to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm [40]. The discussion of the applicability
and limitations of this approach to compute the concentration of mobile ions in liquid crystals can be
found in recently published papers [41–43].

The conservation law of the total number of ions can be written as Equation (2):

n0 + nNP ANPσNP
S νNP = n + nNP ANPσNP

S ΘNP (2)

where n0 is the initial concentration of ions in liquid crystals, and νNP is the contamination
factor of nanoparticles. The contamination factor of nanoparticles accounts for their possible ionic
contamination [15]. It equals the fraction of the adsorption sites on the surface of nanoparticles occupied
by ions-contaminants prior to dispersing them in liquid crystals [15].

The kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes in liquid crystals doped with contaminated
nanoparticles can be computed by solving Equations (1) and (2). These equations can be solved
analytically [44–46]. The general analytical solution is very bulky and not easy to analyze [46]. However,
in the majority of the reported experimental studies the observed fractional surface coverage is very
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low, ΘNP << 1 [16,21]. It allows for some simplifications. In the regime of relatively low surface
coverage, an analytical solution can be written as Equation (3):

n ≈
n0 + nNP ANPσNP

S νNP + nNP ANPσNP
S (KNPn0 − νNP)e−(k

NP
a nNP ANPσNP

S +kNP
d ) t

1 + KNPnNP ANPσNP
S

(3)

In real systems, the values of physical parameters characterizing adsorption-desorption processes

(σNP
S , KNP = kNP

a
kNP

d
) can vary within very broad limits (Table 1). Therefore, in the present study,

their values were selected to reasonably represent existing materials.

Table 1. Examples of existing experimental data.

Materials (Liquid Crystals Doped
with Nano-Objects) Physical Parameters Ref.

Nematic liquid crystals (E44) doped
with anatase nanoparticles (TiO2)

KNP = 10−23 m3, σNP
S = 0.8× 1018 m−2, νNP = 0.00015,

n0 = 3× 1019 m−3, d = 11.5± 0.5µm
[16,47]

Nematic liquid crystals (E7) doped with
carbon nanotubes

KNP = 7× 10−24 m3, σNP
S = 1018 m−2, νNP = 0.0000095,

n0 = 2.5× 1018 m−3, d = 11.3µm
[16,48]

Liquid crystals (8OCB) doped
with graphene

KNP = 8× 10−24 m3, σNP
S = 0.33× 1018 m−2,

νNP = 0.0000085, n0 = 2.6× 1018 m−3, d = 7.0± 0.5µm
[16,49]

Nematic liquid crystals (E44) doped
with ferroelectric nanoparticles (BaTiO3)

KNP = 10−23 m3, σNP
S = 5× 1018 m−2, νNP = 0,

n0 = 2.44× 1018 m−3, d = 11.3± 0.5µm
[14,16]

An example of typical time dependence of the concentration of mobile ions in liquid crystals
doped with contaminated nanoparticles is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1a, the use
of contaminated nanoparticles results in the possibility of several regimes, namely the ion-capturing
regime (dotted, dashed, and dashed-dotted curves), ion-releasing regime (dashed-dotted-dotted,
short-dashed, and short-dotted curves), and no change regime (solid curve). The switching between
these regimes is governed by the contamination level of nanoparticles: the ion-capturing regime is
observed if νNP < νC

NP, the ion-releasing regime holds true if νNP > νC
NP, and no change regime

is reached if νNP = νC
NP, where νC

NP is the critical contamination factor of nanoparticles defined as

νC
NP = n0KNP

1+n0KNP
≈ n0KNP where KNP = kNP

a
kNP

d
. Both ion-releasing and ion-capturing regimes are more

pronounced at higher concentration of nanoparticles (Figure 1a). Figure 1a also indicates that the time
needed to reach the steady state ( dn

dt = 0) depends on the concentration of nanoparticles and decreases
at higher concentrations.

The kinetics of ion-releasing/ion-capturing processes in liquid crystals doped with
nanoparticles is characterized by the time constant τNP describing how rapidly the
steady-state can be reached. This time constant can be defined using a standard definition:
n(τNP)− n0 = (1− 1/e )(n∞ − n0), where n0 = n(t = 0) and n∞ = n(t→ ∞) . According to
Equation (3), in the regime of low surface coverage, ΘNP << 1, the time constant can be expressed
as τNP = 1

/
kNP

d
(
KNPnNP ANPσNP

S + 1
)

. Using the relationship between the volume and weight
concentration of nanoparticles (nNP ≈ ωNP

ρLC
ρNP

1
VNP

, where VNP is the volume of a single nanoparticle,
and ρLC (ρNP) is the density of liquid crystals (nanoparticles)), the time constant can also be
rewritten as τNP ≈ 1

/
kNP

d

(
3KNPσNP

S ωNP
ρLC

ρNPRNP
+ 1
)

, where RNP is the radius of spherical
nanoparticles. As can be seen, the time constant τNP depends on the adsorption-desorption parameters

(kNP
d , KNP = kNP

a
kNP

d
, σNP

S ), the concentration of nanoparticles ωNP, and their size RNP. The dependence

of the time constant on the weight concentration of nanoparticles calculated at four different values of
their radius is shown in Figure 1b. An increase in the concentration of nanoparticles results in the
monotonous decrease of the time constant (Figure 1b). At the same concentration of nanoparticles
ωNP, the time constant τNP is shorter for smaller nanoparticles (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. (a) The volume concentration of mobile ions n versus time calculated using different values of
the weight concentration of nanoparticles ωNP and their contamination factor νNP (vNP = 10−4

(dotted, dashed, and dotted-dashed curves); vNP = 3 × 10−4 (solid curve); vNP = 5 × 10−4

(dashed-dotted-dotted, short-dashed, and short-dotted curves)). The radius of nanoparticles RNP

is 5 nm; (b) The time constant τNP as a function of the weight concentration of nanoparticles ωNP

calculated at different values of the nanoparticle radius RNP (RNP = 5 nm (solid curve); RNP = 10 nm
(dashed curve); RNP = 25 nm (dotted curve); RNP = 50 nm (dashed-dotted curve)). Other parameters
used in simulations: KNP = 10−23 m3, kNP

d = 10−3 s−1, σNP
S = 0.8× 1018 m−2, n0 = 3× 1019 m−3,

ρNP
/

ρLC = 3.9 .

The time dependence n(t) calculated using the fixed weight concentration of nanoparticles and
different values of the nanoparticle radius is shown in Figure 2a. According to this figure, the time
needed to reach steady-state depends on the size of nanoparticles. This time (the time constant) is
shorter if smaller nanoparticles are used. The dependence of the time constant τNP on the radius of
nanoparticles is shown in Figure 2b. As can be seen, τNP can be significantly reduced by utilizing
smaller nanoparticles and by increasing their concentration.
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Figure 2. (a) The volume concentration of mobile ions n versus time calculated using different values
of the nanoparticle radius RNP (RNP = 5 nm (dotted-dashed and short-dotted curves); RNP = 10 nm
(dashed and short-dashed curves), RNP = 25 nm (dotted and dashed-dotted-dotted curves) and their
contamination factor νNP (vNP = 10−4 (dotted, dashed, and dotted-dashed curves); vNP = 3 × 10−4

(solid curve); vNP = 5 × 10−4 (dashed-dotted-dotted, short-dashed, and short-dotted curves)).
The weight concentration of nanoparticles ωNP is 10−3; (b) The time constant τNP as a function
of the radius of nanoparticles RNP calculated at different values of their weight concentration
ωNP (ωNP = 10−4 (dashed curve); ωNP = 5× 10−4 (dotted curve); ωNP = 10−3 (dashed-dotted
curve); ωNP = 5 × 10−3 (solid curve)). Other parameters used in simulations: KNP = 10−23 m3,
kNP

d = 10−3 s−1, σNP
S = 0.8 × 1018 m−2, n0 = 3× 1019 m−3, ρNP

/
ρLC = 3.9 .

2.2. The Effects of Contaminated Alignment Layers

The kinetics shown in Figures 1 and 2 was modelled ignoring interactions of ions with alignment
layers of the liquid crystal cell. To account for possible effects associated with the adsorption of ions
onto the surface of alignment layers, consider sandwich-like cell filled with pristine liquid crystals
(without nanoparticles). In this case, the change in the concentration of mobile ions in liquid crystals
through their adsorption onto the surface of alignment layers can be described by the following rate
Equation (4):

dn
dt

= −kS
a

σS
S
d

n(1−ΘS) + kS
d

σS
S
d

ΘS (4)

where n is the concentration of mobile ions; σS
S is the surface density of all adsorption sites on the

surface of alignment layers; d is the cell thickness; kS
a is the adsorption rate constant describing the

ion adsorption onto the surface of alignment layers; and kS
d is the desorption rate constant; ΘS is the

fractional surface coverage of alignment layers. To compute the time dependence n(t), Equation (4)
should be solved together with Equation (5) representing the conservation law of the total number of
ions in the liquid crystal cell:

n0 +
σS

S
d

νS = n +
σS

S
d

νSΘS (5)

where νS is the contamination factor of substrates (alignment layers). It equals the fraction of the
adsorption sites on the surface of alignment layers occupied by ions-contaminants prior to filling
an empty cell with liquid crystals [43,50]. Mathematically, Equations (1), (2), (4) and (5) are similar.
In the regime of relatively small surface coverage, ΘS << 1, an analytical solution can be expressed by
Equation (6):

n ≈
n0 +

σS
S
d νS +

σS
S KS
d

(
n0 − νS

KS

)
e−(k

S
a

σS
S
d +kS

d )t

1 + σS
S KS
d

(6)
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Typical values of physical parameters (σS
S , kS

d , KS = kS
a

kS
d
) characterizing existing materials are

compiled in Table 2.

Table 2. Examples of existing experimental data.

Materials (Liquid Crystals/Films) Physical Parameters Ref.

Nematic liquid crystals (ZLI-4792) sandwiched between
substrates with alignment layers made of SiOx

n0 = 2.4× 1019 m−3, d = 5− 6µm,
Ks =

ka
kd
≤ 6.7× 10−22 m3, σS ≥ 1016 m−2 [31]

Nematic liquid crystals (ZLI-1132, Merck Corp., Kenilworth, NJ,
USA) sandwiched between two substrates with alignment
layers (Polyimide AL-1051, JSR Corp, Tokyo, Japan)

n0 = 3× 1019 m−3, d = 4.9µm,
kan0 = 4× 10−4 s−1, kd = 1.3× 10−3 s−1

σS = 1016 − 1018m−2
[35]

The computed time dependence n(t) is shown in Figure 3a.

According to Figure 3a, the type of the observed regime is governed by the ionic contamination
of substrates: the ion-capturing regime is reached if νS < νC

S (dotted, dashed, and dashed-dotted
curves), the ion-releasing regime takes place if νS > νC

S (dotted-dashed-dashed, short-dashed, and
short-dotted curves), and nothing happens if νS = νC

S (solid curve). The time dependence shown in
Figure 3a can also be characterized by the time constant τS defined as n(τS)− n0 = (1− 1/e )(n∞ − n0),
where n0 = n(t = 0) and n∞ = n(t→ ∞) . This time constant depends on the cell thickness.
It decreases if the cell gap decreases (Figure 3a). According to Equation (6), in the regime of low
surface coverage, ΘS << 1, it can be expressed as τS = 1

kS
d

(
KSσS

S
d +1

) = 1
kS

d(
1
x +1)

. The dependence of

the time constant τS on the cell thickness is shown in Figure 3b. As can be seen, the effects of the cell
thickness on the time constant are strongly pronounced if relatively thin cells (d << KSσS

S ) are used.
These effects become negligible in the case of relatively thick cells (d >> KSσS

S ).
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Figure 3. (a) The volume concentration of mobile ions n versus time calculated using different values
of the dimensionless parameter x proportional to the cell thickness (x = d

KSσS
S

). The ionic contamination

of substrates is quantified by means of the contamination factor νS (vS = 10−3 (dotted, dashed,
and dotted-dashed curves); vS = 3 × 10−3 (solid curve); vS = 5 × 10−3 (dotted-dashed-dashed,
short-dashed, and short-dotted curves)). Other parameters used in simulations: KS = 10−22 m3,
kS

d = 10−3 s−1, σS
S = 1017 m−2, n0 = 3 × 1019 m−3; (b) The time constant τS as a function

of the dimensionless parameter x calculated at different values of the desorption rate coefficient,
kS

d (kS
d = 5 × 10−4 s−1 (dashed curve); kS

d = 10−3 s−1 (dotted curve); kS
d = 2 × 10−3 s−1

(dashed-dotted curve)).
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2.3. The Combined Effect of Contaminated Nanoparticles and Substrates

By combining Equations (1) and (4), we can write the generalized rate Equation (7) describing the
combined effect of contaminated nanoparticles and alignment layers on the time dependence of the
ion-capturing/ion-releasing regimes in liquid crystals:

dn
dt

= −kNP
a nNP ANPσNP

S n(1−ΘNP) + kNP
d nNP ANPσNP

S ΘNP − kS
a

σS
S
d

n(1−ΘS) + kS
d

σS
S
d

ΘS (7)

In this case, the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes can be analyzed by solving
Equation (7) along with the conservation law of the total number of ions written in more general form (8):

n0 + nNP ANPσNP
S νNP +

σS
S
d

νS = n + nNP ANPσNP
S ΘNP +

σS
S
d

ΘS (8)

In the regime of relatively low surface coverages, ΘNP << 1 and ΘS << 1, an analytical solution
can be written as Equation (9):

n ≈
n0+nNP ANPσNP

S νNP+
σS

S νS
d +nNP ANPσNP

S KNP

(
n0−

νNP
KNP

)
e−(k

NP
a nNP ANPσNP

S +kNP
d ) t

+
σS

S KS
d

(
n0−

νS
KS

)
e−(k

S
a

σS
S
d +kS

d )t

1+KNPnNP ANPσNP
S +

σS
S KS

d

(9)

An example of the time dependence of ion-capturing/ion-releasing regimes in liquid crystals
doped with contaminated nanoparticles and sandwiched between contaminated substrates is shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Time dependence of the volume concentration of mobile ions n in liquid crystals doped
with contaminated nanoparticles and sandwiched between contaminated substrates. The radius of
nanoparticles is 5 nm, and their weight concentration is 0.001. The dimensionless parameter x = 1.
The contamination factors of both nanoparticles and substrates are varied: dashed curve (vS = 10−3 <

νC
S = 3× 10−3, vNP = 2× 10−4 < νC

NP = 3× 10−4); dotted curve (vS = 5× 10−3 > νC
S = 3× 10−3,

vNP = 4× 10−4 > νC
NP = 3× 10−4); short-dashed (vS = 5× 10−3 > νC

S = 3× 10−3, vNP = 2× 10−4 <

νC
NP = 3× 10−4); short-dotted (vS = 10−3 < νC

S = 3× 10−3, vNP = 4× 10−4 > νC
NP = 3× 10−4).

Other parameters used in simulations: KS = 10−22 m3, KNP = 10−23m3, kS
d = kNP

d = 10−3 s−1,
σS

S = 1017 m−2, σNP
S = 1018 m−2, ρNP

/
ρLC = 3.9 , n0 = 3× 1019 m−3.

The type of the observed regime depends on the interplay between the contamination
factor of nanoparticles (νNP) and substrates (νS), adsorption/desorption parameters (kNP

a , kNP
d ,

KNP = kNP
a
/

kNP
d , kS

a , kS
d , KS = kS

a
/

kS
d , σNP

S , σS
S ), the concentration of nanoparticles (ωNP) and

their size (RNP), initial concentration of ions in liquid crystals (n0), and cell thickness (d).
The time dependence of the ion-capturing regime is represented by dashed and short-dotted

curves in Figure 4. Dotted and short-dashed curves show the kinetics of the ion-releasing regime
(Figure 4). The kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes is characterized by two time constants,
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τNP = 1
/

kNP
d
(
KNPnNP ANPσNP

S + 1
)

and τS = 1

kS
d

(
KSσS

S
d +1

) , originated from the presence of

nanoparticles and substrates, respectively. An interesting feature is the possibility of both monotonous
(Figure 4, dashed and dotted curves) and non-monotonous (Figure 4, short-dotted and short-dashed
curves) time dependence n(t).

3. Conclusions

Since the liquid crystal cell is a major component of practically any electro-optical device utilizing
mesogenic materials, the results presented in this paper have important practical implications. Once the
cell is filled with liquid crystals, interactions of ions with alignment films and/or nanodopants through
the ion adsorption/ion desorption processes result in a strongly pronounced time dependence of its
electrical properties. Electro-optical response of liquid crystals, especially at relatively low frequencies,
can be affected by the presence of ions in liquid crystals [2,3,51]. As a result, electro-optical properties
of the liquid crystal device can also become time-dependent. The knowledge of this time dependence is
very important from both scientific and applied perspectives. Findings presented in this paper provide
an important information on the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes in liquid crystal
cells utilizing nanomaterials and alignment layers. Very important aspect of the present study is the
consideration of the ionic contamination of both nanodopants and alignment films. Too often this
factor (ionic contamination) is overlooked in existing literature. The presented model shows possible
scenarios of time-dependent ion-capturing/ion-releasing regimes in liquid crystal devices and their
dependence on the ionic contamination of both nanodopants and alignment layers. Thus, it can be
used for the analysis of existing experimental data and will also guide the design of liquid crystal
devices utilizing nanoparticles and alignment films.

Some limitations of the proposed model should also be mentioned. The limits and applicability
of this approach have already been discussed [41–43]. In addition, this model does not consider the
nature and origin of ionic contaminants. Different types of materials (liquid crystals, nanodopants,
alignment films) and ionic contaminants can be distinguished by using different values of physical

parameters used in the model (kNP
d , KNP = kNP

a
kNP

d
, σNP

S , kS
d , KS = kS

a
kS

d
, σS

S ). The geometry of the cell and

orientation of liquid crystals is fixed thus the afore-mentioned physical parameters characterizing the
ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes are considered constant.

To summarize, the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing processes in liquid crystal cells utilizing
contaminated nanoparticles and alignment layers exhibits several non-trivial features (Figures 1–4).
These features originate from the presence of both nanoparticles and alignment layers and from
their ionic contamination. The ionic contamination of nanoparticles and alignment layers governs
the type of the regime (Figures 1–3) and determines whether the observed time dependence n(t) is
monotonous or non-monotonous (Figure 4). This time dependence n(t) is described by time constants
τNP and τS characterizing ion adsorption/ion desorption processes on the surface of nanoparticles
and alignment layers, respectively. The time constant τNP depends on the ion-nanoparticle related

adsorption parameters (kNP
d , KNP = kNP

a
kNP

d
, σNP

S ), concentration of nanoparticles ωNP, and their size RNP

(Figures 1 and 2). The time constant τS is also a function of the adsorption parameters characterizing

the ion adsorption/ion desorption processes on the surface of alignment layers (kS
d , KS = kS

a
kS

d
, σS

S ).

In addition, it depends on the thickness of the cell (Figure 3). The obtained results offer an efficient
way to control the kinetics of ion-capturing/ion-releasing process in liquid crystal devices by changing
the concentration of nanoparticles, their size, cell thickness, and the ionic contamination of both
nanoparticles and alignment layers.
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